Vive la France
The Sensations of Lyon & Provence
Rhône River Cruises Aboard the Emerald Liberté

Bienvenue en France
Join Emerald Waterways on an immersive journey of discovery as
we uncover the hidden charms of the Provence region in Southern
France. Where sun soaked fields of lavender fill the air with the
soothing scent of purple blooms, and pretty vineyards stretch in
to the distant horizon. Charming villages, towns and cities offer
countless examples of historic architecture, and the vibrant café
culture of Lyon and Avignon spills out in to the cobbled streets and
town squares.

FLY FREE
FROM THE US TO FRANCE
OR

SAVE $2,000
PER COUPLE

Welcome to France, we know you’re going to love it here.

BOOK BY AUGUST 31, 2018
*See back panel for terms and conditions

Should the following pages leave you dreaming of
exploring this delightful region of France, secure your
place on-board now and take advantage of FREE flights
from the U.S. to France or $2,000 Savings per couple.
Don’t forget, those who book early also have the
widest choice of suites and departure dates.
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Exceptional EmeraldVALUE

Emerald Liberté
Representing the next generation of river cruising, our Emerald
Liberté Star-Ship is specially commissioned to sail the Rhône and
Saône rivers in France. Mirroring the effortless beauty of the French
countryside, cutting-edge amenities, authentic dining and a
first-class level of service combine, providing endless opportunity
to relax and enjoy every aspect of your Emerald Waterways
river cruise.

Take a dip as you soak in the endless
views or choose to relax on the
comfortable lounge chairs with a
book. In the evening, watch in awe as
innovative technology enables the floor
to rise through the pool’s surface and a
large screen is lowered, transforming the
space into a cinema, showing a selection
of classic and contemporary films.
Grab your complimentary popcorn
and take a seat for an evening of
entertainment.
What would a journey through the
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For a limited time, you can fly free from the US to France from 25 U.S. cities, along
with airport transfers to and from Emerald Liberté, and all on-board dining, including
a Welcome Dinner and a very special Provençal Dinner in Avignon. We even include
all gratuities, so you really can relax and enjoy this spectacular journey.
■■
Emerald Liberté

■■

carte options.

Every moment spent on the water will
be one of sheer relaxation, as tasteful
and modern decor provides a wonderful
setting from which to enjoy the
unfolding landscapes.
As we seek to bring the highlights of an
ocean cruise to the intimacy of France’s
most spectacular rivers, just one of the
exceptional features of the ship is our
area, located on the Horizon Deck. This
sanctuary of calm features an indoor
heated pool, surrounded by floor-toceiling windows and a retractable roof,
welcoming a cool breeze on a hot day.

We want you to have complete peace-of-mind when embarking on our Sensations of
Lyon & Provence river cruise, so our promise of exceptional EmeraldVALUE ensures all
you have to worry about is enjoying your holiday.

Of course, beer wine and soft drinks are
complimentary with lunch and dinner
and our sommelier would be delighted
to select a regional wine to complement
each course.

■■

Foodies will delight in the company
of Fabien Morreale, finalist of French
cooking program, Top Chef. He’ll host an
authentic Provençal dinner on-board in
Avignon, where you’ll be invited to taste
his culinary creations.
Dinner in Reflections Restaurant

Our suites and staterooms are chic,

 0 Meals: 7 breakfasts, 6 lunches and
2
7 dinners including a Welcome and
Farewell Reception & Dinner.
Complimentary wine, beer & soft drinks
to accompany lunch & dinner on-board.

■■

5 EmeraldACTIVE activities.

■■

A variety of on-board evening
entertainment.

■■

Complimentary Wi-Fi on-board.

■■

Complimentary on-board bicycles.

■■

First-class service from
English-speaking crew and
knowledgeable local guides.

■■

Earn EmeraldEXPLORER points.

■■

Complimentary tea & coffee on-board.

■■

Complimentary bottled water in your
suite or stateroom, restocked daily.

■■

 Shore excursions, including visits to
6
several UNESCO World Heritage Sites.

■■

All port charges, airport taxes and
overseas transfers.

■■

 EmeraldPLUS activities including
3
a Provençal dinner with chef Fabien
Morreale, an onboard regional wine
lecture and a cheese & olive tasting.

■■

All gratuities included, saving you up to
$315 per couple.

Panorama Balcony Suite

modern sanctuaries, inspired by
innovation and contemporary design.
We’ve replaced the French balcony with
an ingenious all-weather system, the
perfect place from which to enjoy the
views, whatever the weather. And, our
suites and staterooms include a twin or
queen-size bed, revitalizing shower,
en-suite bathroom and luxurious
toiletries. Choose from the following
categories: Emerald Stateroom, Grand
Balcony Suite, Owner’s One-Bedroom
Suite and Panorama Balcony Suite.

South of France be without excellent
food and wine? Our expert chefs have
spent time thoughtfully crafting our
menus to feature fresh, seasonal and
locally sourced produce, highlighting
the flavors of the region.
Located on the Vista Deck, our
Reflections Restaurant represents
the center of our on-board dining
experience. Begin your mornings with
a hearty breakfast, enjoy regional
delicacies for lunch, and celebrate
new flavors at dinner, with buffet or à la

7 Nights in a suite or stateroom of
your choice.

Heated pool with retractable roof

For details of availability and our latest offers visit emeraldwaterways.com

Cinema

To book call TOLL FREE on 877.797.4487 or contact your local travel professional
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La vie est belle

Chef Fabien Morreale

Sailing between Lyon and Avignon, via Chalon-sur-Saône and Arles,
we seek to explore all things quintessentially French, as we dissect
culturally rich cities, charming wine regions and Mediterranean
settlements. You’ll have the opportunity to explore part of the
country’s beautiful south in ways you never thought possible as part
of our hand-crafted 8-day Sensations of Lyon & Provence itinerary,
complete with a remarkable collection of daily included excursions,
unique EmeraldPLUS experiences and exhilarating
EmeraldACTIVE activities.

“To really experience a region, you have to taste its
cuisine”, enthuses Fabien Morreale.

Throughout this wonderful itinerary, you
will find six included excursions, three
extra-special EmeraldPLUS activities
and a selection of EmeraldACTIVE
experiences such as an on-board yoga
class, a guided hike through stunning
vineyards and a picturesque guided bike
tour to Glun.

“I liked the idea of introducing the
products of my region – Provence – and
sharing my roots, values and traditions
with international guests... I hope guests
discover the tastes of Provence through
modern and creative recipes.”

A finalist of the successful French reality TV program Top Chef and an
accomplished chef, Fabien brings his unique take on Provençal cuisine to
the tables of Emerald Liberté’s Reflections Restaurant while in Avignon.
Part of our very special EmeraldPLUS Provençal Dinner, he’ll create
an authentic experience with a wonderful menu, showcasing the most
delicious produce from the region.

Fabien says his aim is to provide
flavorful and colorful dishes based on
local products.

Keep in mind these activities may be
limited in size so be sure to sign up
early! Of course you can always borrow
a bike and explore on your or swim
some laps in the pool.

“I value presentation and the aesthetic
of my dishes, so they’re a feast for the
eyes as well.”
Celebrity Chef Fabien Morreale

EmeraldACTIVE
Our EmeraldACTIVE program,
designed to suit our more active
guests, provides much opportunity
for guided bike tours of bustling
cities and picturesque hikes through
thriving vineyards. Take advantage of
our complimentary on-board bikes
and find trekking poles in your suite or
stateroom for added assistance when
you need it. We’ll also host on-board
yoga classes to encourage you to
stretch before a busy day exploring.

EmeraldPLUS
We seek to provide you with the most
authentic experience possible, that’s why
we’ve handpicked a collection of special
included excursions. These consist of
insightful wine lectures on-board, cheese
and olive tastings and a Provençal dinner,
created and hosted by esteemed chef
Fabien Morreale. Such inclusions elevate
your experience, creating memories you’ll
cherish for a long time.

A chef since 19, Fabien now owns
two restaurants and a
boulangerie-pâtisserie in Provence.
“My first inspiration was chef Pascal
Ginoux. We used to pick vegetables in
his garden and this gave me a love for
fresh, organic and seasonal ingredients,”

Although he is dedicated to
providing guests a taste of his home,
international influences play an
important role in his approach.
“After my Diploma in Hospitality, I
earned a Brevet de Technicien Supérieur
(technician certificate) in culinary arts
and then worked with starred chefs in
top restaurants. At the time I was on the
verge of opening my own restaurant so
I traveled abroad to improve my English
and learn new cooking techniques.”
“I loved Sydney and Bondi Beach for
its laid-back atmosphere and vibe. In
London, I really enjoyed the Mayfair area
as it’s always busy and bustling.”
For Fabien, the taste of home is always
rich and flavorsome.
“At home, my favorite dish to cook is
confit of ox cheek, my daughter loves it!
My mum’s cooking is pretty simple but
always savory. I wouldn’t say my dishes
are better but they are different and
more elaborate!”

Included excursions
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For details of availability and our latest offers visit emeraldwaterways.com

To book call TOLL FREE on 877.797.4487 or contact your local travel professional
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Sensations of Lyon & Provence River Cruise

8-Day Sensations of Lyon
& Provence River Cruise

Chalon-sur-Saône
& Beaune
From the moment you dock in picturesque Chalon-sur-Saône, you’ll
understand exactly why the first photograph was taken here. A lively
town within a thriving wine-growing region, it’s close to remarkable
Beaune, with its old ramparts, Renaissance mansions and, of course,
the Hospices de Beaune former almshouse.

Lyon

Unearth centuries-old history, delve in to world-renowned culture, relish
a truly fine culinary scene, and discover wines from local vineyards.
Served by the Saône and Rhône rivers, Burgundy and Provence are best explored by
water, as unrivaled beauty, varying architecture and vineyards producing
award-winning wines, introduce quintessential France in one seamless journey.
In Chalon-sur-Saône, you’ll have the opportunity to experience the home of
photography, before continuing onwards to the ‘gastronomic capital of France’,
Lyon. Join your local guide for guided tours of Tournon, Viviers, Avignon and Arles,
with the opportunity for hikes and bike rides, relaxing yoga classes and an insightful
lecture on the regions you’re sailing through. And, the pièce de résistance, a
Provençal dinner on-board your innovative Star-Ship, hosted by
Fabien Morreale, a finalist in the French television series, Top Chef.

Beaune
Chalon-Sur-Saône
7

Saône River

Lyon
Tournon

Rhône River

Viviers
Avignon

Day 1 Lyon
Day 2 C
 halon-sur-Saône – Beaune

FRANCE

Arles

The center of Burgundy’s wine region

Day 3 Lyon

Marseille

The gastronomic heartbeat of France

Day 4 Tournon

History and vineyards await

Day 5 Viviers

A quaint walled town to explore

Day 6 Avignon

A Vibrant town with a rich history
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Day 7 Arles

River cruise

France’s gourmet capital

TGV

Day 8 Arles – Marseille
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Number of nights

Pont du Gard, Avignon

Map is a guide only

For details of availability and our latest offers visit emeraldwaterways.com

Included Excursion

In the Saône-et-Loire department of
the Burgundy wine region,
Chalon-sur-Saône’s renaissance
timber-framed buildings are wonderfully
uneven both in shape, size and color.
Restaurants and bars, where you can
sample the region’s renowned wines,
spill out into charming squares and
museums paying their respects to
famous residents honor them
within the walls of beautifully
maintained buildings.
Home of Nicéphore Niépce,
credited as the first person to ever
take a photograph, it’s fitting that
this picturesque community is,
consequently, recognized as the
birthplace of photography.
Chalon Cathedral is a fascinating mix
of architectural styles, from its
Neo-Gothic façade and 19th century
towers, to its 11th century interior
and authentic Burgundian
Romanesque chapels.
While you’re here, you’ll have the
opportunity to visit the nearby town of
Beaune on an included excursion. South

A guided tour of Beaune
and the hospices
The Hospices de Beaune, now the
Hotel-Dieu Museum, is the town’s
crown jewel. An example of Northern
Renaissance architecture, this 15th
century Gothic structure was created
as a hospital for the poor and is visited
by many to witness the beauty of its
unique glazed-tile roof. Its 60 hectare
wine estate produces prestigious
wines which are sold at auction.
Rue de Beaune

of Dijon, at the center of the Burgundy
winemaking region, the walled town is
the unofficial capital of the Côte d’Or
and nicknamed the City of Wine.
As you make the short picturesque
journey by coach, row after row of
vineyards will line either side of your
route, as the Saône flows in close
proximity.
A love for tradition, great food and fine
wine encourages an inimitable joie de
vivre that, we can assure you, stay with
you forever!

Chalon-sur-Saône

To book call TOLL FREE on 877.797.4487 or contact your local travel professional
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Sensations of Lyon & Provence River Cruise

Lyon

Tournon

At the confluence of the Rhône
and Saône, France’s second
city promises much in the way
of history and culture. Home to
Italian-influenced architecture,
excellent food and bustling piazzas
that speak of a simpler time.

Stunning views of the river, fine
wines to be enjoyed almost
straight from the vine and hikes
taking you on a journey back
in time, magnificent Tournon
is yours to uncover. Lace up
your walking boots, please the
palate and gaze in awe at the
surrounding vistas.

Founded by the Romans in 43BC, Lyon
is one of France’s oldest cities. Located
between the Beaujolais and Burgundy
vineyards to the north, and the
Côtes du Rhône to the south.
At the center of this historic city, the
World Heritage-listed Vieux-Lyon
is home to the largest collection of
Renaissance architecture in Europe.
This part-pedestrianized and protected
area is a lovely mix of inhabitants
and tourists enjoying themselves on
the terraces of the many cafés and
restaurants, while the tall buildings
create exciting passageways, or
traboules, home to quaint shops,
bistros and bars.
Lyon has become a hub for ingredients
because of its fantastic geographical
location. In the summer, Charolais
farms provide summer vegetables, fish
is sourced from Savoy, the finest pork
from Monts du Lyonnais and chicken
from Bresse.
Although gastronomy plays a large role
in the popularity of this magnificent
city, its long history has paved the way
for fascinating architectural feats too.

Included Excursion

EmeraldACTIVE

A guided tour of Lyon

A guided bike tour

An excellent city to explore by foot,
your expert guide will introduce you to
the many hidden traboules and quaint
courtyards. From the Place Bellecour,
a large square in the center, to
Vieux-Lyon, the Old Town on the west
bank of the Saône, and the unique
stone facade of the 19th century
basilica Notre Dame de Fourvière,
beauty is at every turn.

If you’d prefer to explore France’s
second city on two wheels, you can
take out our on-board bikes and join
your local guide as you pedal your
way through the bustling city. Stop off
for unmissable photo opportunities
provided by the many monuments,
statues and unique architecture which
is so lovingly cared for and learn about
the city, while enjoying some
gentle exercise.

The symbolic Notre Dame de Fourvière
adopts the neo-Byzantine style both
inside and out.
The white shimmering stone exterior,
gilded mosaics and stained-glass
windows make for an impressive sight.
The Roman influence is apparent on a
visit to the amphitheaters and you’ll see
the remains of the first century theatre
and third century Odeon, which had
been forgotten before being restored in
the early 20th century.
Notre Dame de Fourvière
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For details of availability and our latest offers visit emeraldwaterways.com

Charming Tournon is a village
dominated by its imposing castle.
Built atop a granite rock, the network
of cobblestone streets at its base are
surrounded by ancient buildings and
historic monuments.
Built in the 16th century, Tournon Castle
has been recognized as a listed building
since the 1920s and is now home to the
Musée de France, housing impressive
collections dating from the Renaissance
period to the present day. Made up of
three different sections, Saint Just was
the first to be constructed in the
10th century, to the right of the
courtyard. The north west wing was
erected in the 14th century and since
the 19th century, has been used as the
village’s magistrates court. The third
was built in the 15th century as a spell
of construction saw new living quarters
built, as well as the huge Renaissance
structure which now hosts a museum
dedicated to the history of Tournonsur-Rhône.
In the early 14th century, the attractive
stone Collegiate Church of St Julien
was built in the village center, its square

EmeraldPLUS

EmeraldACTIVE

A regional wine lecture on-board

A guided bike tour to Glun

Given our close proximity to the
renowned Tain L’Hermitage winegrowing region, it only seems right
to celebrate its varietals during an
on-board lecture. Taking place on the
Sun Deck (weather permitting), you’ll
have the opportunity to taste three
red wines, with the final being of Cru
classe standard. Held by a local wine
expert, this fascinating talk is sure to
thrill wine connoisseurs.

Enjoy a group bike ride along the
Rhône and delight in the neighboring
villages. Crossing the river to the
village of Glun, you will then join parts
of the famous ViaRhôna cycle path on
your return cycle to Tournon.
A wonderful way to venture off the
beaten track and see parts of this
beautiful region you wouldn’t have
been able to otherwise.
A guided hike through the vineyards

tower and small cupola a centerpiece
for the community. Built upon request
of the lords of Tournon, it is a true
representation of Gothic architecture,
with beautiful interior frescoes and,
strangely, houses built into its walls.
Excellent photo opportunities abound in
this grandiose French village. Make the
most of the perfect vantage point from
the Marc Seguin footbridge as it crosses
the Rhône to Tain L’Hermitage and its
plethora of thriving vineyards.

Join your expert guide for a wonderful
hike through the region’s picturesque
vineyards. Your first stop will be the
Pierregourde Tower, the ruins of a
castle dating back to the 13th century.
Then, the Hospital’s Tower before
the vineyards of Saint Joseph, where
you’ll witness the winemaking process,
including learning about the terroir, all
while enjoying views of the Rhône and
the gardens of Château de Tournon.

To book call TOLL FREE on 877.797.4487 or contact your local travel professional
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Sensations of Lyon & Provence River Cruise

Viviers

NEW
FOR
2019

Located on the bank of the
Rhône in the south of the
Ardèche region, Viviers has a rich
heritage, traceable through its
listed monuments dating back
to Roman and medieval times.
A charming town that holds its
past close, we don’t think you’ll
ever want to leave.
As you walk the ancient streets of this
fascinating French town, it would be
impossible to miss its many wonderful
structures. The former Bishop’s Palace,
now occupied by the town council,
is considered one of the town’s most
important buildings and was built in the
18th century by Jean-Baptiste Franque.
St. Vincent Cathedral, built in 1119 atop
a rocky outcrop, is one of the smallest
in the country and, as a result of
numerous reworkings in the 12th, 16th
and 18th century, the cathedral adopts a
combination of Romanesque and Gothic
styles both inside and out.

EmeraldPLUS

Included Excursion

A cheese and olive tasting on-board

A guided tour of VivIers

It’s no secret that the French are
passionate about their cheese, but
the South of France is also a really
prosperous area in terms of olive
growing. What better way to celebrate
this beautiful part of the world and
what gives its people their joie de
vivre, than during a cheese and olive
tasting on-board Emerald Liberté?
Awaken your senses to an authentic
taste of France.

Allow your local guide to take you on a
wonderful tour of this beautiful town,
right on the bank of the Rhône. With
photograph opportunities at every
turn, this included excursion will feel
like a trip down memory lane. From
ancient cathedrals to town halls, let
the narrow alleys, flamboyant facades
and painted houses tell you their
incredible tales.

Peruse the town ramparts, showcasing
the town’s 18th century influences, with
many period houses, grand in nature,
much like the Hotel de Roqueplane,
now a local diocese, not to mention the
exquisite stone carvings adorning the
exterior walls of Hotel de Tourville and
Hotel de Beaulieu.
The Pont Romain, dating back to he
2nd or 3rd century, showcases the
revolutionary work of the Romans, with
its eleven arches and has since been
classified as a historic monument.
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“The compact 138-guest vessel
proved to be a blissfully easy way to
explore the sights. We could plunge
into medieval splendour and explore
shops overflowing with Provençal
treats. We had instantly stepped
into the swing of life on board,
with included walking tours
followed by lazy lunches and
onshore exploration.”
- Sara Macefield, The Telegraph
Viviers, France

Medieval Cathedral in the French City of Viviers

For details of availability and our latest offers visit emeraldwaterways.com

To book call TOLL FREE on 877.797.4487 or contact your local travel professional
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Sensations of Lyon & Provence River Cruise

Avignon
The center of the Roman Catholic
world for nearly a century,
the southern Provençal city of
Avignon is set on the Rhône
River and often considered the
heartbeat of Provence. Visits to
places of real historic significance
and the company of an esteemed
chef introduce it effortlessly.
A legacy left by France’s long history of
conflict has resulted in the fortification
of many French cities, namely Avignon.
The medieval walls that once protected
the papacy, still very much retain
their position and now host delightful
restaurants and cafés.

EmeraldACTIVE
A hike around Avignon
During your hike through picturesque
Avignon, you’ll encounter the city’s old
ramparts, the church of Saint Agricol,
the beautiful Place de l’Horloge, the
spectacular Palais-des-Papes and the
leafy public gardens of Rocher des Doms
gardens. Your local guide will also join
you as you walk back to the ship, during
which you can ask any question you have
about this beautiful city.

The exquisite Palais-des-Papes is an
imposing reminder of the past. The
fortress took less than 20 years to build
and its four striking towers are symbolic
of the power held by the papacy during
the 14th century.
The former residence of nine previous
popes, this medieval Gothic building is
now a World Heritage-listed site and
one of the largest of its type in Europe.
North of the palace, the 12th century
Cathedral of Notre-Dame des Doms is
the seat of the Archbishop of Avignon.
The Romanesque cupola remains and,
in the chapel, the striking Gothic tomb
of Pope John XXII is a remarkable sight.
The bishop’s seat is made from marble
and adorned with images of a lion and
ox, to symbolize St. Luke and St. Mark at
the entrance to the choir stalls.
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Visible from the palace, what remains
of the Pont d’Avignon bridge can be
walked along, as it juts out into the
water, coming to a premature end, a
result of years of damage. Also a World
Heritage-listed site, only four of the
famous arches are intact, as well as
the Philippe le Bel tower. This hugely
significant structure played a big role in
the city’s popularity, attracting travelers
and merchants, as the only place
between Lyon and the Mediterranean
from which to cross the Rhône.

EmeraldPLUS

EmeraldACTIVE

Provençal dinner on-board, hosted by
chef Fabien Morreale

A yoga class on-board

A celebration of quintessential France,
we’re proud to announce that we’ve
enlisted the culinary expertise of
Fabien Morreale, finalist in the French
TV show Top Chef. Fabien has created
a wonderful menu, showcasing the
most delicious produce from the
Provence regions. Enjoy an evening
on-board our Emerald Liberté
Star-Ship at our Provençal evening.

A select few EmeraldACTIVE options
don’t even require you leave your
Star-Ship. Our itinerary in France
offers you the chance to practice yoga
with an experienced yogi as you pass
through stunning Avignon. A great
workout for mind, body and soul, this
class is suitable for beginners and
those experienced in yoga, alike.

Lavender field

For details of availability and our latest offers visit emeraldwaterways.com

To book call TOLL FREE on 877.797.4487 or contact your local travel professional
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Arles

Exceptional EmeraldVALUE

With an average of over 300
days of sunshine a year, World
Heritage-listed Arles dates
back to the 7th century BC, its
surrounding beauty promising
exceptional views from every
angle of the Provençal capital.

■■

7 Nights in a suite or stateroom.

■■

20 Meals on-board.

■■

Projecting its unique love for life on all
who visit, Arles is the gateway to the
wilderness of the Camargue. One of
Europe’s major wetlands, it is famous
for its resident flamingos and white
horses, some of the oldest horse breeds
in the world.
Culture is very much at the heart of
the city, specifically photography,
which is celebrated during the annual
Rencontres Internationales de la
Photographie, a summer collection of
celebratory exhibitions. Festivals seem
to be an almost constant occurrence,
attracting visitors year-round. Such
artistic integrity is supported by the
fact that it became a muse to
post-Impressionist Van Gogh and
it would be somewhere he would
produce some 200 paintings.
As you explore the medieval streets of
this fascinating city, you’ll come across
the iconic Place de la Republique,
boasting a Roman obelisk in its center.
Surrounding the famous monument,
you’ll encounter the Church of St.
Trophime and St. Anne’s chapel, not to
mention some excellent vantage points
from which to watch the world pass by.
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The city’s impressive collection of
Roman monuments date back as far
as the 1st century BC, specifically the
2,000-year-old amphitheater. Originally
built as a sporting arena, the two-tiered
Colosseum-like structure has been so
well preserved that it is still in use today
and is a World Heritage-listed site. Not
forgetting, the Roman theatre, with its
8,000 seats, 33 tiers of steps, and the
cryptoporticus, a unique underground
structure, thought to have been
constructed by the Greeks.
Just outside of the city walls, the
Alyscamps Roman necropolis was once
one of the most famous of the ancient
world. A symbol of ardent Christianity,
it became a desirable place to be
buried, after Christ himself was said to
have attended the funeral of the first
bishop of Arles, Saint Trophimus. So
much so, boatmen on the Rhône made
great profits transporting coffins to be
buried there.
An exquisite conclusion to your
excellent journey through the France
of old and new.

A variety of on-board evening
entertainment.

Complimentary wine, beer & soft drinks
to accompany lunch & dinner on-board.

■■

Complimentary Wi-Fi on-board.

■■

Complimentary on-board bicycles.

■■

Complimentary bottled water.

■■

First-class service.

■■

6 Shore excursions.

■■

■■

3 EmeraldPLUS activities.

All port charges, airport taxes and
overseas transfers.

■■

5 EmeraldACTIVE activities.

■■

All tips included, saving you up to

Included Excursion

OR

SAVE $2,000
PER COUPLE

$315 per couple.

Riviera Deck
2019
Departure Date
Tour Code: EFRC

FLY FREE
FROM THE US TO FRANCE

■■

E
Emerald
Stateroom

D
Emerald
Stateroom

Vista Deck
ES
Emerald
Single
Stateroom

C
Emerald
Panorama
Balcony
Suite

Horizon Deck

B
Emerald
Panorama
Balcony
Suite

A
Emerald
Panorama
Balcony
Suite

S
Grand
Balcony
Suite

SA
Owner’s
One-Bedroom
Suite

FROM

FROM

FROM

FROM

FROM

FROM

FROM

FROM

Apr: 06*, 13

$2,895

$3,045

$3,495

$3,545

$3,645

$3,945

$5,095

$5,595

Apr: 20*, 27

$3,095

$3,245

$3,695

$3,745

$3,845

$4,145

$5,295

$5,795

May: 04*, 11, 18*, 25

$3,295

$3,445

$3,895

$3,945

$4,045

$4,345

$5,495

$5,995

Jun: 08, 15*, 22, 29*

$3,395

$3,545

$3,995

$4,045

$4,145

$4,445

$5,595

$6,095

Jul: 13*, 20, 27*

$3,095

$3,245

$3,695

$3,745

$3,845

$4,145

$5,295

$5,795

Aug: 03, 17, 24*, 31

$3,195

$3,345

$3,795

$3,845

$3,945

$4,245

$5,395

$5,895

Sep: 07*, 14, 21*, 28

$3,695

$3,845

$4,295

$4,345

$4,445

$4,745

$5,895

$6,395

Oct: 05*, 12

$3,395

$3,545

$3,995

$4,045

$4,145

$4,445

$5,595

$6,095

Oct: 19*, 26

$3,195

$3,345

$3,795

$3,845

$3,945

$4,245

$5,395

$5,895

*These departures operate in reverse. All prices are per person based on a twin share (excluding Emerald Single Stateroom).

A guided tour of Arles
Your expert guide will lead you on an
insightful journey through the ancient
history of this beautiful city. Learn all
about the fascinating Romans and
see their incredible creations, some
of which still stand proudly today.
Visit the famous amphitheatre, as you
imagine the lively atmosphere of the
sporting events it played host to.

For details of availability and our latest offers visit emeraldwaterways.com

To book call TOLL FREE on 877.797.4487 or contact your local travel professional
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11-Day Sensations of
Lyon and Provence
& Nice

10-Day Paris &
Sensations of Lyon
and Provence

Day 1

Paris

Day 1

Paris

Day 2

Chalon-Sur-Saône – Beaune

Day 2

Paris

Day 3 	Lyon

Day 3 	Paris to Lyon via TGV
– Lyon Embarkation

Day 4

Tournon

Day 5

Viviers

Day 6

Avignon

Day 7

Arles

Day 8

Arles - Nice

Beaune

Day 9

Nice / Monte Carlo tour

Chalon-Sur-Saône

Day 10

Nice

Day 11

Depart Nice

7

Join us on the Rhône as we drift
through provincial wine lands dotted
with spirit-lifting heritage towns and
ancient cities whose cobblestone streets
bustle with culture and epicurean
tradition. From Lyon to Arles over
eight wonderful days, discover the
wine-making customs of Chalon-SurSaône, the half-timbered charm of
Mâcon, and the Roman-age splendor
of Arles, all while cruising in effortless
contemporary comfort on-board
your Emerald Waterways Star-Ship.
This memorable sailing introduces
southern France in all its iconic style and
splendor, from the revered vineyards
of Beaujolais to the jovial bouchons of
Lyon, the acclaimed culinary capital of
the world.
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Saône River

Lyon
Tournon

Rhône River

Viviers
FRANCE

Arles
Number of nights
Marseille

TGV
Map is a guide only

• Dinner at the hotel
• Transfer from Arles to Nice

After your cruise, take our
complimentary coach transfer to the
nearby French Riviera and the beautiful
coastal city of Nice for three relaxing
days near the beach. You’ll enjoy daily
breakfast, one dinner and a guided tour
of Nice and Monte Carlo.

11 days from

$4,070

& Spa or similar
• Breakfast daily

River cruise

Chalon-Sur-Saône – Beaune

Day 5

Lyon

Day 6

Tournon

Day 7

Viviers

Day 8

Avignon

Day 9

Arles

Day 10

Depart Arles

Paris
2

Beaune
Chalon-Sur-Saône

• 3 nights at Splendid Hotel

Avignon
7

In addition to the
8-day river cruise, the
tour includes:

Day 4

• Guided tour of Nice &
Monte Carlo
• Optional DiscoverMORE
tour of Cannes & Grasse
• Transfers to and from
the airport

per
person

For details of availability and our latest offers visit emeraldwaterways.com

7

Saône River

Lyon
Bienvenue à Paris – Welcome to Paris!
Rhône River
Tournon
What a better way to begin your time in
9 Number of nights Viviers
FRANCE
Avignon
France than with a warm welcome in the
River cruise
Arles
TGV
city of light? Start your vacation with a
Map is a guide only
Marseille
3-day pre-cruise visit to Paris, including
two nights in a four-star hotel, a guided
tour of Paris, a Seine River sightseeing
This memorable sailing introduces
cruise, and much more before whisking to
southern France in all its iconic style,
Lyon aboard the TGV train.
from the revered vineyards of Beaujolais
From Lyon to Arles over eight wonderful to the jovial bouchons of Lyon, the
days, discover the wine-making customs acclaimed culinary capital of the world.
of Chalon-Sur-Saône, the half-timbered
charm of Mâcon, and the Roman-age
splendor of Arles, all while cruising in
effortless contemporary comfort onper
person
board your Emerald Waterways Star-Ship.

10 days from

$4,010

In addition to the
8-day river cruise, the
tour includes:
• 2 nights at Crowne Plaza
Republique or similar
• Breakfast daily
• Welcome cocktails
• Dinner at the hotel
• TGV train between Paris
& Lyon
• Guided tour of Paris
and Seine River
sightseeing cruise
• Transfers to and from
the airport

To book call TOLL FREE on 877.797.4487 or contact your local travel professional
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FPO

To book your Sensations of Lyon
& Provence river cruise call:

877.797.4487

To view our full range of 2019 river cruises visit:

emeraldwaterways.com

Or contact your local travel professional

Best River Line
for Value

Emerald Waterways
Best Value For Money,
River Cruise

Best River Line
For Value

DANUBE • DOURO • IRRAWADDY • MAIN • MEKONG • MOSELLE • NILE • RHINE • RHÔNE • VOLGA
Terms and conditions: For new 2019 bookings only on Sensations of Lyon & Provence river cruises. Some dates operate in reverse, from Arles to Lyon. Guests may choose savings of $1000 per person or free air from
the US to France. Maximum value of air ticket is $1400 per person inclusive of all taxes & fees. A non-refundable initial deposit of $500 per person is required at the time of booking, with full payment required 90 days
prior to departure. A secondary non-refundable deposit of $1,500 per person is due prior to air ticketing. Emerald Waterways reserves the right to ticket the airfare upon receipt of deposit. Economy Air only on Emerald
Waterways’ choice of airlines and routes. Fly from 25 major US cities, call for list of available cities. Offer is not combinable with any other offer except for Travel Show and agent training vouchers. Not combinable with
group discounts. Taxes & port charges are included in the price. Offer available to residents of the 50 United States only. Offers may be withdrawn at any time without notice. Visit emeraldwaterways.com for complete
terms and conditions. Ad Code: 18_EW236, June 2018

